
Basic salary and complements ('basic remuneration')

The basie salary and complements (or parts of them, 'cornponents') are eligible, if all of the
folIowing apply:

• they fulfil the general conditions for costs to be eligible (i.e. incurred during the
action duration, necessary, etc .. see Article 6.1(a) and (b»;

• they are mandatory under nationał law, collective labour agreements or the
employment contract, and ;

• they are paid to the employee (or benefit to him/her) for his/her usual work, duties or
tasks (as defined in the employment contract or equivalent appointrnent act).

Payments linked to tasks other than those covered by the basie remuneration are not
eligible.

Example: A payment linked to participation in a specijic action (whether EU or non-EU) or project.

It doesn't matter whether the employee works part time or fulI time or with a temporary
or permanent employment contract but he/she must be 'assigned to the action' (i.e. work
for the action according to internal written instructions, organisation chart or other
documented management decision) .

..t Ifthe employee does not work exclusively on the action, personnel costs can be charged
only in proportion to the time dedicated to the action .

..t In order to avoid abuses, the eligibility ceiling for additionał remuneration (see below)
will exceptionałly ałso be applied to the basie sałary and complements, if they have been
artificiałly increased for participation in the EU action.

Examples:

A researcher worked for the beneficiary, resigned, and subsequently signed a new contract with the
same entity to work on the EU action for a higher salary. .

A researcher worked for a beneficiary of the grant, resigned, and subsequently signed a new contract
with another beneficiary (or a third party) to work on the E U action for a higher sa/ary.

!\ For secondments or linked third parties, the employment contract or equivałent
appointing act must be with the third party and the sałaries must be on the third partys
payrol1.

What? The basie sałary includes (and is limited to):

- the salary stated on the beneficiary's payroll, including salaries paid during parental
leave;
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- social security contributions, incIuding social security contributions paid during parental
leave;

- taxes and other costs incIuded in the remuneration.

'Parentalleave' covers both maternity leave and parentalleave.

Salaries and social security contributions paid during parentalleave are eligible only if:

- they are mandatory under national law or collective labour agreements (e.g.
statutory matemity pay);

- the beneficiary has actually incurred them;

they are not reimbursed by national (central, regional or local) authorities, (in
other words, only the net amount paid by the beneficiary can be used to
calculate the proportion to be charged to the action), and

- the employee worked for the action before the parentalleave.

The complements may incIude:

- general contractual complements to the basie salary and

Examples: a 13th month payment; complement for hazardous work or night shifts; transportation
allowance, etc.

- variable complements, if

- they must be paid for the performance of the usual work, duties or tasks of the
employee, on the basis of objective conditions and

- the amounts and the conditions are established by national law or in the
employment contract (or equivalent appointing act) and are in accordance with
the intern al regulations of the beneficiary.

What not? The basie remuneration does not incIude components that must be considered to be
'additional remuneration'.

Example (variableremunerution component acceptable as basie remuneration}:

The contract of a professor includes as part of his/her usual tasks both teaching and researching; itforesees a
basie jixed remuneration of 1 000 EURlmonth plus a variable part of 10 El.Ik/hour. for each hour spent on
research activities.

! The cIassification of a component of the remuneration as basie remuneration or as
additional remuneration depends also on the classification of that component under the
relevant national fiscal legislation, i.e. if the national tax authority considers something as
part ofthe basie remuneration ofthe employee or as an additional remuneration ('bonus') .

• DCCI JC cases:

Teleworking may be accepted if it is the beneficiary's usual practice (i.e. if cIear rules are
available). The system in place must make it possible to both identify and record the productive
hours worked for the action.
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Costs of benefits in-kind to personnel (company car, vouchers, etc.) may be accepted if they
are justified and in eonformity with the beneficiarys usual remuneration practices. Like all
costs, they must fulfil the eligibility conditions set out in Article 6.

In general, recruitment costs are not eligible as direct personnel costs, because the beneficiary
is required to have the necessary human resources. If a beneficiary needs to recruit additiona!
personnel during the action duration, the related costs would be considered part of the entity's
norma! indirect costs, which under Horizon 2020 are covered by a 25 % flat-rate of the eligible
direct costs. ERC Grants are an exception to this rule: there, recruitment costs are eligible as
direct costs because recruitment is one of the action' s activities.

Remuneration of post graduate students empłoyed by the university (beneficiary) - if a
student works for a university, he/she may be exempt from paying (part of) the academic fees.
Those fees (or part of them) are eligible as a personnel cost if the student's contract included
the amount of waived fees as part of his/her remuneration. The other conditions set out in
Article 6 have to be fulfilled as well (e.g. the ful! remuneration, included the value of the
waived fe es, must be recorded in the university 's accounts).

Like any personnel costs, PhD costs (i.e. personnel costs of students) are eligible if they fulfil
the conditions set out in Article 6.

For public bodies, the costs rełated to public officiałs paid directly from centra!, regional or
local govemment budgets may be considered eligible if they fulfil the conditions set out in
Article 6.

CD For more information on personnel (resources) made available to a beneficiary by a third
party, see belowand Articles 11 and 12.

Additionał remuneration ('bonus' payments) for non-profit łegał entities

Additiona! remuneration is eligible, if all of the following apply:

• it fułfils the generał conditions for costs to be eligible (i.e. incurred during the action
duration, necessary, linked to the action, etc.; see Article 6.1(a) and (b));

Additional remuneration paid to a researcher that is not directly linked to the
participation in the EU action (e.g. additional remuneration based on the corporate
performance) is not eligible.

Additional remuneration is considered linked to the action if the researcher would
not have received it if s/he had not participated in the action.

Example:

A nuelear researcher in a public research centre (non-profit) workedfor 1600 productive hours

Remuneration components:
a = annuat salary: EUR 50 000
b = salary complementfor holding a management post (e.g. Head of department): EUR 5 000
c = additional remunerationfor being Head scientist in a project: EUR 2000
d = additional remunerationfor being First Assistant on an internal action: EUR 1000

a and b would be used lo calcu lale the researcher 's hourly rale:

hourly ratefor the EU action = {(50 000 + 5 000)/1 600) = EUR 34

c would be subject to the specific eligibility conditions for additional remuneration. 1f eligible, it
would be subject to the eligibility ceiling.
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d would not be eligible and would not be taken into account when calculating the hourly rate for the
EU action, as it is not linked to the participation in the EU action.

• it is paid to the employee (or benefits him/her) for additional work or expertise; .
The work to be carried out (or expertise used) must be different from the standard
work or expertise defined in the employment contract (or equivalent appointment act)
and covered by the standard remuneration package. This difference must be relevant
and verifiable.

Examples (acceptable addltionul remuneration}:

A normal salary is pa idfor teaching + additional remuneration is paid for doing research.

A normal salary is paid for research + additional remuneration is paid for taking on the role of
'principal investigator' (in an ERC action).

A normal salary is paid for laboratory research + additional remuneration is pa id for field research.

Examples (not ucceptable additional remuneration}:

Additional remuneration paidfor using English.

Additional remuneration is paidfor participating in EU funded or multi-partner actions.

• it is part of the beneficiary 's usual remuneration practices and is consistent1y paid
whenever the same kind of work or expertise is required;

• the criteria used to calculate the extra payments are objective and generally applied
by the beneficiary, regardless of the source of funding used.

The objective criteria must be related to the additional work or expertise.

The system for making additional payments should be established in the beneficiary's
intern al rules or at least be documented and known by the employees .

..n The additional remuneration cannot be paid to a specific employee at the
discretion of the management.

Example (acceptable additional remuneration]: Al! teachers carrying out research on top of their
usual teaching activities get an extra payment equal to 10% of their salary.

Example (not acceptable additional remuneration): The Director decides at its sole initiative to
pay an extra 10% to one professor carrying out research.

When a supplementary contract is used, the remuneration scheme must be described in
it.

The rules for additional remuneration may not depend on the fund provider. In
particular, they cannot be set up for actions funded by a specific donor, if these actions
do not require a clearly identifiable different kind of work or expertise.

Examples (acceptuble «dditionul remuneration): Ali professors carrying out research will be paid
lO%more.

Examples (110t acceptable additional remuneration): Ali professors carrying out research will be
paid 10% more when they work on EU funded actions .

..n Additional remuneration is only eligible for non-profit legal entities.
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~ Additional remuneration is eligible only up to a certain ceiling ('eligibility ceiling',
see below).

What? 'Additional remuneration' refers to payments higher than the employee's usual
remuneration (e.g. a 'bonus' resulting in an hourly rate higher than the normalone).

What not? It does not refer to additional salary paid to the employee due to an increase in the
number of hours worked on the standard work or expertise defined in the employment contract
(e.g. via an additional eontraet) when this additional hours are remunerated according to the
standard salary conditions of the employee.

'Supplementary contracts' (whatever their form) for carrying out tasks for specific actions
(e.g. an EU aetion) with remuneration that is different from the standard remuneration are
acceptable, if it is the beneficiary's usual practice, the beneficiary is a non-profit legal entity
and this is authorised under national law. However, the difference between the remuneration
paid in the additional contract and the standard remuneration package in the first non-action-
related contract is considered "additional remuneration' and is subject to the specific cost
eligibility conditions mentioned above and, if eligible, to the eligibility ceiling.
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